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SYNOPSIS:
A slightly sideways tale about unexpected friendship, finding where you fit 
and learning to mix it up a little.

In Mort’s Village everything has its place, every day is the same and 
everyone likes it that way. Until one morning, crash, boom, bang… down 
comes Beep.

What is this annoying interruption to Mort’s breakfast molly melon, who is this 
noisy robot girl, and how will she find her home?

With Windmill’s trademark design, gentle storytelling, music and puppetry, 
Beep tells the story of what happens when someone new comes to town.

DURATION:

Beep contains some loud noises (including the sound of crackling thunder), 
sudden lighting changes, and mild strobe and smoke effects. 

Please see the next page for a detailed breakdown of different lighting and 
sound effects used throughout the show.

35 minutes (no interval). 

SHOW WARNINGS:



SENSORY BREAKDOWN
• Show Opening: Show begins with some loud noises, specifically birds 

squawking and some characters yelling ‘good morning’ to each other. 

• 5 Minutes: A storm arrives. Light strobe effects and the sound of thunder 
loudly crackling. 

• 8 Minutes: Gentle play-fighting between Mort and the Fuzzles and some 
yelling and loud noises. This is quite funny and very silly.  

• 9 Minutes:  A storm arrives. Light strobe effects and the sound of thunder 
loudly crackling. 

• 10 Minutes: Loud beeps and crackling as Beep crash lands. Gentle haze 
effects and a sudden lighting change.  

• 11 Minutes: Loud and high-pitched beeping noises, not disimilar to a dial-
up modem connecting to the internet 

• 13 Minutes: Worstle (the Green Grass Creature) appears suddenly out of 
the grass and screams, startled by Beep (see left-hand picture below).  

• 20 Minutes: Audience Participation; audiences are invited to help fix 
Mollytown’s windmill by flapping their wings and blowing as hard as they 
can.  

• 26 Minutes: Loud noises and crumbs flying everywhere as Mort devours a 
mollymelon cake that Beep has magically baked.  

• 30 Minutes: Light change to dark lighting state as Beep and Mort explore 
the solar system. Illuminated planets gently light the space, and finger 
lights are used to highlight Beep’s long journey. 

• 31-33 Minutes: Loud noises and haze effects as Beep flies to save Pop from 
being stuck high up on a tree. 



MEET THE CAST:

KIDAAN ZELLEKE
BEEP

ANTOINE JELK
POP + VARIOUS CHARACTERS

EZRA JUANTA
MORT



ENJOY THE SHOW!
For more information head to windmill.org.au

or follow us @windmilltheatreco


